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# Question Asker Name Answer(s) Answer(s) Answer(s) Answer(s) Answer(s)

1 Hello, Nicole and Pam Tom Methvin (Speaker) Hi!
2 Thank you for hosting! Tom Methvin (Speaker) Our pleasure!
3 Hi there, Nicole and Pam! MelanieV Hello!
4 Hi, Nicole and Pam. Thank you for doing this! Ross Williams 
5 All good Tom Methvin (Speaker) 
6 we can Ross Williams 
7 Yes! Billie Collins 
8 Yes. all good Sarah Mendoza 
9 I can see you Shelley Vatzlavick 

10 We can see you Patrick Donlin 
11 I can Barbara Cohen 
12 Such an honor to have you here, Mr. Winters! Tom Methvin (Speaker) 
13 Thank you For all you do Willis! Barbara Cohen 

14

We have two bands, two drill teams, boys and girls 
soccer teams, ROTCs in addition to Woodrow Varsity, JV, 
Frosh and J L Long 7th and 8th grade football teams. 
They all need places to practice and play - will this 
proposal accommodate them? Thank you. FPDECO 

15

Will any other schools be using the stadium?
16.	What is the future potential noise level when we 
will be sleeping?
17.	How would the stadium be used after football 
season in the fall?
18.	Would concerts be held here?
19.	Can a religious service be able to rent the stadium 
for Sunday services? I am pro Stadium!
20.	When is the groundbreaking and construction likely 
to begin?
21.	There will be a lot of noise. There are seniors here 
that have health issues. Some people might not be able 
to sleep with plenty of traffic. Resident Advocate Floyd 

16

What attempts have been made / will be made to 
engage the nearby community for how they feel 
regarding the park proposal? Javier Gonzalez 

What attempts have been made / will be made to engage the nearby 
community for how they feel regarding the park proposal? 

Particularly the 
communities that are on 
the opposite side of 
santa fe? 

We loveour park where local 
volunteers DONATE their time for 
park improvements for our families. 
We don’t want private profiteers 
secretly investing money for their 
own gain. Who profits by this– 
certainly not our neighborhoods!

Thank you for your question. I have 
been and will continue to reach out 
to neighborhood groups to schedule 
times to Zoom with them, answer 
their questions, and (most 
importantly) listen. Please feel free 
to reach out to me to schedule a 
time. my e-mail is 
rawbnm542@gmail.com.

17 With an abundance of stadiums available, why another? Billie Collins 

Hi, Billie. Thank you for your question. There are many reasons. One 
major one is schedule and how that schedule impacts our students. 
When we have to play Thursday and Saturday games, it is disruptive to 
academics, preparation, injury recovery, and attendance. We have three 
Thursday games on our schedule as a result, two of which are home 
games that would be held on Fridays if we had adequate facilities.

I don’t recall Woodrow 
playing on Saturdays.

18
Isn't the "travel" that you mention only 7 miles from 
Woodrow? Sheryl 

19

Noise. Band, announcer noise, and sharing will be quite 
loud. Will the games be over by 10 PM and lights out? 
End it will take extra time to clear all cars and people 
from the park. More noise. By the way, who clears the 
trash in the park and around the neighborhoods? Billie Collins 

The Mt Auburn neighbors and Freinds of Willis Winters Park in addition 
to the Park employees currently pitch in. Can't imagine the trash, crime, 
fighting, and traffic a DISD stadium would generate. Would greatly effect 
the surrounding neighborhoods, and Juliette Fowler residents.
No to a Staduim in our neighborhood park!

20

Parking. Columbia and Juliet Fowler Street will not be 
able to handle emergency vehicles if parking is allowed 
on both sides of the street. Who will monitor the 
parking situation in neighboring public streets? Where 
will an extra 1500 cars park? The park is limited in 
acreage. What will be illuminated for general use? 
Playground, picnic areas, walkways. It would be nice to 
see the park plans. Billie Collins 



21
So if you are saying the need is only for 10 games in a 
year, then why do we need this? Sheryl 

22 Who will pay for the shuttle buses? Anonymous Attendee

I was wondering the same thing.  DISD can’t afford to provide buses for 
many student travel to events and they won’t even provide trucks for 
band equipment.

That is a good question 
and would be one of the 
subjects of further study. 
There are likely many 
viable potential funding 
avenues.

23

You stated concern for the students quality of life for 
short part of the day, what about the entire day of 
citizens/homeowners/renters quality of life that would 
be impacted by adding this stadium? Aaron 

Thank you for your question. The games would be 5-10 Friday nights per 
year, beginning at 7:00 or 7:30, and would average 2 to 2.5 hours. 
Sanitation and safety would be key aspects that would be addressed 
here, as at any game field. It would even be worth looking at whether this 
might be an employment opportunity for the students.

24

To the '10 games" line that gets thrown around, we are 
talking about Woodorw varsity football, correct? Would 
JV not play there? Would Long not also use the 
facilities? Would other schools not be able to use the 
stadium on the days that Woodrow is not? Lauren Ortega 

25

In Texas the average high school football seating capaity 
is 3,462. Since this is a new stadium in an existing 
neighborhood can we have a lower capacity. Jim Anderson 

26

So, Fowler will lose their park views and will instead see 
the under-belly of bleachers, and will be the closest to 
the noise and lighting and high parking density? Anonymous Attendee Exactly!

27 Yes! Denise K 

28

You stated that curbside parking would not be allowed 
on the surrounding streets; however the middle and 
high school both exceed curbside parking on traditional 
pickup, drop off and parent teacher conference nights.  
With that being said if curbside parking is already an 
issue and now your wanting to add stadium which will 
implode the curbside parking. Aaron 

29

How many days per year will this be used and will it be 
for school sports only.  Will it be used (rented 0 to other 
groips and id so how often.  Will other events such as 
concerts be allowed Jim Anderson 

30

To Council and Park Board members: What is the 
community input process to this proposal? Will we have 
real meetngs in real life or is this to be decided virtually? 
If so, how will you capture all who are interested and 
concerned? Jeanne Chvosta 

31
'@tom Methvin there is a lot of negative speak about 
Ross.  He didn't attack you, why would you attack him? Patrick Donlin 

32

Reverchon stadium that proposed the same size 
stadium required FOUR PARKING GARAGES - and they 
couldn't make it work.  This football stadium idea has 
NONE.  The parking proposal of this football stadium is 
ridiculous and woefully naive.   How can the city, DISD, 
and the Park Board even consider this in our little, 
working-class neighborhood??!! Anonymous Attendee

33

How long will construction take? How will access to the 
school be handled while the street is crowded with 
construction trucks and workers? Jeanne Chvosta 

34

Columbia is NOT the closest parking, Abrams is.  And the 
block of homes in the 1500 block WILL have parking 
available. And it would be USED. Terri Raith 

35 we CAN't see the screen!! Anonymous Attendee
36 now I can!! Anonymous Attendee

37

En Mount Auburn, somos los hogares comodos que la 
ciudad sigue diciendo que necesita desesperadamente. 
No queremos nos destruyan o nuestro parque.  No 
queremos que la ciudad nos obligue a salir o inversores 
secretos. ¿Quiénes son estos "inversores" que quieren 
privatizar y destruir nuestro vecindario para su propio 
beneficio? Sarah Mendoza 

In Mount Auburn,  we are the affordable homes that the city keeps 
saying it desperately needs. We don’t want bulldozers to destroy us or 
our park.  We don’t want the city forcing us out, or developers or secret 
investors buying us out? Who are these “investors” who want to privatize 
and destroy our neighborhood for their own gain?



38

Why do we want a program that requires no parking 
signs and tow trucks. And what about the streets 
leading to the park. Columbia Abrams is being reduced. 
Santa Fe doesn't even have a strip down the middle. 
Sounds like a horrible mess to me. Karen Roberts Jeanne Chvosta 

39

Has the Fire and Police Departments approved closing 
the enterance to Fowler Communities via Mt. Aurburn 
Ave? Karen Roberts Jeanne Chvosta it doesnt appear that closing Mt Auburn is part of the idea

40

The stadium pushers recently said that this stadium 
would be used by other schools, too.  So this would be 
used for at least 2 days per week for jr. varsity and 
varsity by Woodrow, Long, and shared with all other 
nearby schools.  This would be A LOT of disturbance - 
noise, parking, trash, etc! Anonymous Attendee

I have the same objection. If it were one school's home games that would 
be one thing. But what about a nearly every Friday during football 
season?

41

Woodrow is special because it’s our high school. 
Speaking of chainsaws, how many trees would be cut 
down to add bleachers to an existing field? FPDECO 

42

So, noise impact would REALLY affect our most senior 
residents who live the CLOSEST to this stadium 
proposal!! Anonymous Attendee

43

To City Staff, will there be competent environment, 
traffic, light and noise studies? They were overlooked 
for Reverchon. These need to be done for this 
community park. Karen Roberts Jeanne Chvosta 

44
Mr. Williams.  Thank you so much for your time. Your 
proposal looks fantastic.  You have been so thorough! Mandy Allen 

45
i can't see the whole screen because his face is on the 
screen Anonymous Attendee

46
I would not mind that at all.  It would be fun for the 
parents and kids to be shuttled. Mandy Allen 

47
Why would DISD ask for bond/tax money if the money 
can be donated? Botefuhr 

That's not the point, its demonstrative that even DISD did not deem the 
stadium as a necessity. 

Welp, DISD deems a lot 
of things unnecessary 
that are actually needed 
for kids, lol!

48
NOTHING justifies this vanity project at this school when 
DISD should be focusing on EDUCATING students. Anonymous Attendee

49

We all know that DISD can’t keep up with what they 
have already in the way of maintenance, service, and 
providing at their facilities AND schools.  We have a 
practice field already and it has been in disrepair for 
years.  School has started and they are STILL not done 
with the practice field.  I would like to know who will 
maintain this property?  There is a current lack of 
teachers, copy paper, toilet paper, and soap. Tracy McElhenie That’s a very big strain on DISD and unfair to many many students.

DISD won’t let just 
anyone now a DISD lawn.

50
Where is the source of the sound data? Previous social 
media referenced YouTube with the same graphic. Botefuhr 

51
DISD and big money should be focusing on under-
served, economically disadvantaged schools FIRST Anonymous Attendee

52

As a licensed landscape architect I am confused why 
we're entertaining Mr. Williams' google earth clip art as 
a serious proposal?? Anonymous Attendee

53 To Ross Williams:  Did you say 10 games a year? Patricia Simon 

54

Noise would be heard at Whole foods by people 
cheering at a stadium?  I have a hard time believing that, 
what proof do you have regarding the noise reaching 
Whole Foods? The improved safety features 
implemented along with improvement of the field will 
REDUCE crime.  What documentation do you have 
regarding crime increasing around the immediate zone 
of a school?  To me, it seems like improved facilities 
would reduce crime and bring positive people in the 
community.  I saw some clips, but no actual data or 
studies? Patrick Donlin 

Patrick, please speak directly to Tom in regards to the research that has 
been done and shared. Its not a secret and we all agree with his 
information regarding noise and travel. I speak form experince his door is 
open and he will answer any questions. I will be more than happy to 
accompany you if you need me to.

55 I can send the study out afterwards Tom Methvin (Speaker) 

56 Will we still have access to the track to exercise on? Ann McKinley Do we now? I thought it had been put off limits.



57

Who would be paying for daily and very long-term 
operation and maintenance for the next 40+  years for 
this stadium ??? Anonymous Attendee

58

Ross, Can you circle back to your step 1 where the 
funding was secured before engagement, surveys and 
approvals? Anonymous Attendee Who is anonymous?

59

How is it that the Park Board, city councilmembers, and 
DISD would even entertain such misuse and abuse of a 
public neighborhood park and its surrounding working-
class neighborhoods for an unnecessary, high intensity, 
privatized vanity project? Anonymous Attendee

60

How would the stadium be used after football season in 
the fall? Will other schools be using it, would it be used 
as a concert venue in the meantime? Resident Advocate Floyd 

61 There's actually two fields Tom Methvin (Speaker) 
62 One on-site, the other in the park Tom Methvin (Speaker) 

63
How will a stadium impact pushing Mount Auburn 
students out of the district? Sarah Mendoza 

I don't know the answer to this, but would say that a stadium would have 
no effect on pushing mount auburn out of the school district.  What has 
been said or done that makes you think these are related? I don't want 
the school district lines to change and don't see why this would at all 
based on a stadium?

In August of this year, I 
was part of a meeting 
between Mount Auburn 
parents and DISD 
representatives for the 
Long/Woodrow feeder 
patterns to address the 
MA students ongoing 
problem with enrolling 
into those schools. MA is 
an opportunity zone and 
the stadium can be built 
over our neighborhood. 
DISD district lines are not 
being honored- an 
current and ogoing 
problem.

En agosto de este año, fui parte de 
una reunión entre los padres de 
Mount auburn y los representantes 
de DISD para Long/Woodrow para 
discutir el problema continuo de los 
estudiantes con la inscripción en 
esas escuelas. MA es una zona de 
oportunidad y el estadio se puede 
construir sobre nuestro vecindario. 
Las líneas del distrito de DISD no 
están siendo honradas, un problema 
continuo.

You should definitely fight that to 
keep the lines accurate Agree, all of that, 100%... thank you.

64

Nearly EVERY school in Dallas has to go to an off-campus 
stadium - and most have to travel WAY more distance 
than WOODROW. Anonymous Attendee

65 Why is Woodrow currently not practicing at Woodrow?? Turo The track is under construction.  Should be completed in 10 weeks.

66

Would the stadium only be used 5 to 10 times a year on 
just Friday nights?How many millions of dollars would it 
cost to build this stadium and maintaain? It seems like a 
lot of tax payers funds for building and constant 
maintance. Erica Altes Cole 

67

I see that there is inconclusive data on the actual noise 
level of the proposed stadium, there will be a lot of 
noise and there are a lot of seniors who live nearby that 
have health issues, some people might not be able to 
rest peacefully. When might there be concrete findings 
on the potential noise levels available to the public? Resident Advocate Floyd 

68

The neighbors are not asking to use school property; 
WHY are they wanting to absorb MORE of our park?  
The lion’s share is already under their use. Terri Raith 

69
When is the construction and groundbreaking expected 
to begin? Resident Advocate Floyd 

70

Shouldn’t DISD and the city council members and the 
Park Board be trying to get games at the COTTON BOWL 
rather than forcing an inappropriate high-intensity 
stadium into the heart of small scale neighborhoods and 
adjacent to senior living and a nursing home??  This is 
possibly THE WORSE location to put a high-intesity sport 
facility in sound planing terms. Anonymous Attendee

71
Ma. Gann - will you be sharing the results from the 
resident survey you did? Tom Methvin (Speaker) 

72 Do you all think that the park belongs to DISD? Sheryl Senior Living Community. Sorry. Wrong post.
73 Median travel time Tom Methvin (Speaker) 
74 Not just home games Tom Methvin (Speaker) 
75 All 10 games Tom Methvin (Speaker) 



76

Yeah, walking distance from a NURSING HOME!  which 
means unbelievably close to our most vulnerable in our 
community.  Unbelievable! Anonymous Attendee Senior Living Community.

The majority of Fowler 
residents are active 
independent seniors

77
Where is the closest Public HS stadium in E Dallas, East 
of 75? Anonymous Attendee

I think that might be Forester Field at Military Pkwy and Loop 12??  about 
10 minutes from Woodrow

I’ve never made it to a 
game at Forester in 10 
min. That’s impressive.

There is no stadium east of 75 or 
north of I30

Is that accessible by city trails? How 
long is a walk or bike ride to 
Forrester from WW?

I’m more concerned about who is 
expected to maintain this stadium.  
DISD can’t afford to maintain what 
they have already, look at 
Woodrow’s practice field and look at 
Forester Field.  I don’t see how 
adding to their facilities is a good 
thing.  We need simple maintenance 
and supplies such as toilet paper, 
soap, copy paper, buses, and more 
importantly, real teachers in the 
classroom.

78
Football is a declining sport "The decline of Football is 
real and accelarating" Forbes article Jan 28, 2020 Denise K 

79

Why not seek a larger area in a more commercial 
area..perhaps off of Mockingbird?  The streets would 
support it, and it’s still in the “neighborhood”. Patricia Simon 

80

Will there be an environmental impact study of the 
Santa Fe Trailhead Park?  Can we schedule a meeting 
with TX Parks and Wildlife Urban biologist I cannot 
discern on Mr. Williams' rendering if the new parkland 
will cover the old railroad "ditch" or not.  But this "ditch" 
is an ecosystem and a reasonably protected path for 
larger wildlife.  Urbanism must accommodate the wild 
ecosystem we are destroying. Carrie Schweitzer 

81

Can someone fill me in on why Woodrow's track is torn 
up, and what is the plan to reconstruct that track and 
field for student use? Carrie Schweitzer 

82
Regarding the stadium, who will get to use it? Besides 
Woodrow football. Billie Collins 

83

The stadium that was nixed at Reverchon was a very 
similar size to this football stadium idea – City leadership 
stated and investors who backed out obviously 
understood it was a bad, unworkable project and bad 
investment that needed four parking garages leased for 
40 years to make it work, and it would cause excessive 
traffic issues, community disturbances, and was not 
supported by the neighborhoods.  It was voted down.  
This crazy football stadium is the same irresponsible 
proposal as Reverchon stadium.  Why are we even 
talking about a similar project in the heart of an even 
smaller residential area???? Anonymous Attendee

84
Mount Auburn is a working class neighborhood that 
these stadium pushers are trying to railroad! Anonymous Attendee

85 Brave young man! Well said. Tom Methvin (Speaker) 

86
Dustin you are on the board of the Woodrow Wilson 
Foundation..which seems to be a big conflict of interest. Denise K 

87

Obviously this DISD trustee knows NOTHING about the 
diverse, working class neighborhood near Woodrow or 
the value of a PUBLIC neighborhood ppark.  The park is 
NOT for the private use of DISD.  DISD has already stolen 
enough of our park! Anonymous Attendee

88
Dustin please let us know how you could be impartial to 
any discussions regarding a proposed stadium? Denise K 

89 Quid pro quo!!!! Anonymous Attendee

90

My contact information for anyone interested in 
sending feedback is dustinmarshall@dallasisd.org.  
Thanks! Dustin Marshall 

91

WE DO NOT WANT a stadium - this should be the LAST 
meeting - not the "start" of more meetings to force this 
through! Anonymous Attendee

92 Protect our City Parks Amanda! and Happy Birthday Barbara Cohen 



93

Thank you Amanda! Happy Birthday and I couldn’t 
agree more about the social media - thank you for your 
positive message. You are spot on!! Ready to help 
however I can as a fellow volunteer in the community chico west 

94

Woodrow should go to FAIR PARK Cotton Bowl - not 
steal a public neighborhood park.  Why isn't the park 
oard promoting THAT? Anonymous Attendee

95

Can one of the presenters please comment on the 
coupled nature of the Santa Fe Trailhead Park and the 
Stadium proposal? Does the private trailhead park 
funding exist without the stadium/related 
improvements at Willis Winters Park? Samuel Mortimer 

96 Happy Birthday, Amanda! Terri Raith 

97 Please contact      friendsofwilliswinterspark@gmail.com Barbara Cohen 
98 Happy birthday, Amanda MelanieV 

99

Thank you Calvert! I knew when I taught you in 6th 
grade you were going places and oh, the places you will 
go. Love seeing you helping with parks in Dallas. chico west 

100

So has a "non-formal" plan been brought forward??  We 
undertand the stadium pushers have been talking and 
meeting with city staff for MONTHS!! Anonymous Attendee

101 Hello Calvert, Barbara Barbara Cohen 
102 He is cutting out really bad Mandy Allen 
103 Is anyone else losing all of David Blewitt's audio? Beth Newman 

104

The kids can go to Samuel Park and play at the Cotton 
Bowl!  The suburbs don't have the Cotton Bowl - 
promote that stadium!! Anonymous Attendee

105 Listen to your community D14 Barbara Cohen 
106 Please start again! We lost almost everything! Beth Newman 
107 You were talking about suberb stadiums Mandy Allen 
108 SAVE OUR PARK  parks are for people . all people Barbara Cohen 

109

Why would the funders remain anonymous? If this 
moves further can the funders be recognized? Why cant 
those funders donate to build amenities for the senior 
citizens to use? Lisa Lopez 

110 suburb Mandy Allen 

111
Will the Juliette Fowler vote/survey results be shared 
tonight? Anonymous Attendee

112

We have strong neighborhoods and great PUBLIC parks- 
THAT is the strengh of East Dallas.  Yes, use the Cotton 
Bowl! Anonymous Attendee

113

It sounds like the funders are only offering their money 
if they get it done their way. Is that really a way for 
Dallas and DISD to do business? We have enough 
controversy as it is. Lisa Lopez 

114 Did Juliette Fowler do a vote? Anonymous Attendee

115
Curious as to how you will go about listening to all 
voices. Daisy Martinez 

116

Let the students past and present tell you how they feel. 
Many students graduated from Woodrow and have 
tasted success with NO stadium involved. Give the 
teachers and parents credit for the accomplishments 
they share with the students please. Lisa Lopez 

117

Mr. Blewett, glad you're here and please keep in mind 
the true neighborhood (between Abrams and Grand) 
concern for crime and parking/traffic. Emily Muscarella david.blewett@dallascityhall.com

118

Who will pay for the ongoing maintance? Clean up after 
games? I understand the school doesn't even have soap 
and toilet paper in the bathrooms. Jeanne Chvosta 

119 Question and answer time Barbara Cohen 

120
Amanda Schulz, Park Board D14 - 
Amanda.Schulz@dallascityhall.com Amanda Schulz 



121

GET TO COUNCIL ??- how has this irresponsible idea 
gotten THIS FAR??  Who is pushing this??  Developers 
who are buying up home poperties and pushing out 
working-class families??  Who are those investors?  
Where do the profits go?  Who would run, operate, and 
maintain this facility for the next 60 years+??   DISD and 
our TAX dolloars will eventually pay for this - don't listen 
to those who lie otherwise. Anonymous Attendee

122 Barbara Cohen, President Friends of Willis Winters Park Barbara Cohen 

123
Barbara Cohen, President Friends of Willis Winters Park 
williswintersparkfriends@gmail.com Barbara Cohen 

124

Can anyone site an example of a 4,000 seat stadium 
being RETROFITTED into an established, dense, Historic 
neighborhood? In researching the existing stadiums in 
the Dallas area, they were all built between 50 to 70 
years ago! Long BEFORE the dense neighborhoods grew 
around them.  Neighboring homeowners do NOT want 
this stadium. Terri Raith 

125

Is this allowing for more gentrification?
Why cover up a perfectly fine park in a residential 
neighborhood?
Will it help the young people or the community? Billie Collins 

126

Who is making a determination regarding the existance 
and extent of the wetland area at the proposed Santa 
Fe Trail park? What authority or qualification do they 
have to determine this? Critical wetland zones are not 
limited to areas with standing water. Anonymous Attendee

127

Aren’t students better able to earn athletic scholarships 
with better facilities next to their schools (instead of 
traveling)? FPDECO 

128

The impact to students and their families will last only 
the years the kids are in school. The impact to the 
neighborhood lasts for many decades.  This is about 
accomodating wealthy families in Lakewood. And the 
comment about losing kids to private schools, oh well. 
that’s their choice. It is NOT a choice given to lower 
income residents near this park. Anonymous Attendee

129 Yes. He said it himself. STADIUM. Daisy Martinez 
130 Live oak trees. Barbara Cohen 

131

We hear games and concerts at Fair Park at the Cotton 
Bowl in my neighborhood near the Lakewood Whole 
Foods. We would surely hear these games and bands, 
etc. Anonymous Attendee

132

According to the proposal the park will be getting more 
green space.    Why does Tom and other speakers think 
we are loosing green space? It seems like the proposal 
will make the park better. Mandy Allen 

133

Why is Willis Winters park the only location considered? 
Samuel Grand park would be a much better location and 
is only a mile from the school. It has much better access 
and not in middle of historic neighborhood and Fowler Anonymous Attendee

134

Who has donated money in support of this stadium? 
Please be transparent about your financial backers, 
Ross. Anonymous Attendee '@anonymous attendee you are asking for transparency? Haha

135

'@Tom The improved safety features implemented 
along with improvement of the field will REDUCE crime.  
What documentation do you have regarding crime 
increasing around the immediate zone of a school 
related to a stadium vs. crime related to a neighboring 
school?  To me, it seems like improved facilities would 
reduce crime and bring positive people in the 
community.  Where is your data or studies? We want 
safety in the community. Patrick Donlin 

136

The question regarding the maintenance of the faciltiy 
needs to be respectfully addressed by  a City of Dallas or 
DISD representative. Ross speaking for them is not 
viable. Lisa Lopez 



137

All of the amenities that Ross said they would provide 
outside of the stadium will already be paid for by parks 
dept and friends group.  We do not need their money Anonymous Attendee

138 Safety features can be implemented without a stadium Daisy Martinez 

139
For clarity, Where is the funding for this project coming 
from? Anonymous Attendee '@anonymous attendee, who is asking?

'@patrick let me ask it, 
who is funding this 
project?

140

Ross, it was your summary bullet slide where you stated 
we were on step 2. Step 1 had a bullet point stating 
funding was confirmed. Anonymous Attendee

141 I will ask as well. Where is funding coming from? Daisy Martinez 

142
I would also like to know where the funding is coming 
from? Sheryl 

143 Natural areas are parks Barbara Cohen 

144
If the stadium was approved, how long would 
construction disturb our neighborhood? The Ackermans 

145

Aren't there existing HOUSES where Ross is saying a 
portion of the Santa Fe "park" would go??  And, open 
space is valuable - he may not think so, but kids in the 
neighborhood sure do. Anonymous Attendee

146 Thank you so much for hosting. Daisy Martinez 
147 Thank you this was very informative! Barbara Cohen 
148 Thank you for hosting! Patrick Donlin 
149 Thank you Nicole. you did a great job! Sheryl 
150 Thank you for hosting. olivetalley 

151

For the amount of time that has been put into this 
proposal... why are there no landscape designers, civil 
engineers, stadium designers, urban planners, wetland 
experts, acoutical experts, traffic/zoning/parking 
experts? What qualifications do Ross and this proposal's 
co-developers have to put this proposal together? I 
understand that this input is potentially forthcoming, 
but we should not be having discussions based on 
Google Maps screenshots from Ross's phone. Taking 
rough measurements from other stadiums and 
blanketly applying them is NOT the way to plan for this 
scale of investment. Anonymous Attendee

152 Thank you Nicole! Barbara Cohen You're welcom
153 Hey, we can hear still hear you! Daisy Martinez Thanks, not sure why meeting didn’t end ???
154 yes Barbara Cohen 
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